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6. 
Beat de Muralt. 
a . The first to suggest the intellectual 
supremacy of England. 
7. 
Abbe PrEivost. 
a. His translations of Richardson's novels 
promote the growth of cosmopolitanism. 
8. 
Voltaire. 
a. His Lettres anglaises create an interest 
in England and English philosophy. 
9. 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau. 
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a. His life and litel ary work. 
b. The influence of English thought upon him. 
l 
c. Points of resemblance between Rousseau' s 
la Nouvelle Heloise and Richardson'a Clarissa . 
d. Jean-Jacques inspired rather than 
influenced by Richardson. 
e. Differences between the literary works of 
Rousseau and Richardson. 
10. 
Richardson's influence upon French writers 
after Rousseau. 
a. On Madame de Stal:n, Chateaubriand, 
and others. 
11. 
Conclusion. 
If one looks back to the beginning of the eighteenth 
e century,one will f ind English and French literatures distinct 
and neither one influenced by the other. Causes within were 
working to bring the tvro countries into closer contact. The 
Revocation of the Edict of Nantes sent thousands of Frenchmen 
to England,who studied there English thought and expression 
and, vrhen they sent back to France their impressions of 
English philosophy, science, and religious criticism, they 
kindled in the French people a desire to know. more of the 
Northern men and their literature. This curiosity on the part 
of the French continued to grow till in the latter half of the 
century there was a constant exchange of ideas across the 
English Channel. 
The work begun by the Protestant refugees vras continued 
by Muralt, Prevost, and Voltaire, each of vrhom had his 
particular part in the diffusion of English thought in France. 
Prevost's translations of Samuel Richardson's novels into 
French opened the eyes of the French writers to the povrer of 
the English imagination. From this time English stories served 
as models for the French prose writers. 
Richardson's novels in England had been received with 
great joy by the Englishmen as they opened up a nevr field in 
English prose fiction. These books became popular in France 
I 
and it is thought that they inspired Rousseau in his producti 
of la Nouvelle Helo~se. It is quite certain that Rousseau took 
a fevr hints from the method and plan of Clarissa when he 
wrote of Julie, Saint-Preux, and M. Wolmar. From 1760 to 1789 , 
French readers received inspiration from Rousseau along with 
the English writers of poetry and fiction. Rousseau more than 
any other French writer helped to popularize English thought 
in France. By the tremendous power of his genius he changed 
-the literary history of France and infused into its 
literature elements of the Teutonic literatures. Thus from 
the union of the English genius with that of Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau was created the cosmopolitan spirit in modern 
literature. 
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1. 
Part One. 
Samuel Richardson. 
l 
li 
In Derbyshire,England,in 1689,Samuel Richardson was born 
e into a joiner's family "of middling note". All research has 
failed to discover the illustrious novelist's birthplace and 
he himself never saw fit to reveal it to the world. Little is 
known of his childhood except that very early he had ability 
, as a letter-writer and story-teller,and while a lad,wrote 
love letters for the girls of his village and told stories 
' for the amusement of his playmates. He saw the light of day 
in troublous times,and it was,without doubt,his father's co~ 
nection with some treasonable practices,that prevented him 
from revealing his family history and pedigree. 
Richardson,himself,has given us a few glimpses of his 
boyhood which show such propensities as were to become 
realities in his later life. He says:-"As a bashful and not 
forward boy,I was early a favorite with all the young women 
of taste and reading in the neighborhood •.•••••• I was not 
more than thirteen when three of these young women,unknown 
to each other,having a high opinion of my taciturnity, 
revealed to me their love secrets in order to induce me to 
give them copies to write after,or correct,for answers to 
their lovers' letters,nor did any one of them know that I 
was secretary to the others. I have been directed to chide 
and even repulse when an offence was either taken or given, 
at the very time that the heart of the chider or repulser was 
open before me,overflowing with esteem and affection; and tbe 
i 
I 
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fair repulser,dreading to be taken at her word,directing this 
word or that expression to be softened or changed." How early 
in life was the father of the modern novel prepared for his 
future work 
Richardson's father had intended him for the ministry but 
lack of means frustrated this ambition. At the age of seven-
teen he was apprenticed to Mr.John Wilde,of Stationers' Hall. 
I • While Richardson was an apprent~ce he found little time for 
reading,but more for writing letters to a friend whom he 
called "a master of epistolary style". How much this practise 
may have helped him in his future work we shall never know, 
for at his friend's death he destroyed their correspondence. 
As an apprentice,he performed his work so well that his 
master called him "the pillar of his house". 
After his apprenticeship he worked at the printing trade 
till he was able to set up for himself in 1719 in Fleet Street 
Two years later,as apprentices usually do,he married his 
master's dau.ghter,Martha Wilde. During his early married life 
he wrote prefaces,indexes,and dedications for the booksellers, 
but this was only to supplement his income,for his printing 
gave him a competency. 
Richardson's wife and their six children were all dead in 
1731. Then he married Elizab~th Leake,the daughter of a book-
' I 
seller in Bath;of their union four daughters survived their 
illustrious father. His life was prosperous,and would have 
2 
been happy,but for the removal of so many from his family 
circle by death. In later life he ascribed his infirmities to 
those .shocks received by so many of his loved ones being 
taken away. 
In 1739,at the age of fifty,Samuel Richardson began his 
literary life. Two publishers had opportuned him to compose a 
small book of familiar letters , and at length he yielded to 
their request. He himself gives a detailed account of the 
circumstances which inspired him to write Pamela. "At last," 
says he,"I yielded to their importunity,and began to recollect 
such subjects as I thought would be useful in such a design, 
and formed several letters accordingly. And,among the rest,I 
thought of giving one or two cautions to young folks circum-
stanced as Pamela was. Little did I think at first of making 
one,much less two volumes of it. But when I began to recollect 
what so many years before had been told me oy my friend,I 
thought the story,if written in an easy and natural manner, 
suitably to the simplicity of it,might possibly introduce a 
new species of writing,that might possibly turn young people 
into a course of reading different from the pomp and parade 
of romance writing,and dismissing the improbable and marvel-
lous with which novels generally abound,might tend to promote 
' the cause of religion and virtue,I therefore gave way to 
enlargement,and so Pamela became what you see her. But so 
little did I hope for the approbation of judges,that I had 
ll-
-- ---~--. --·----------- - .. 
not the courage to send the two volumes to your ladies until 
I . I found the books well received by the public .••....•. 
"While I was writing the 
1
two volumes my worthy hearted 
I 
wife and the young lady who is with ua,when I read them some 
I part of the story which I had begun without their knowing it, 
used to come into my little closet every night with:'Have you 
any more of PameJ,a,Mr.Richardaon? We have come to hear a 
little more of Pamela!etc. Tnia encouraged me to prosecute it, 
which I did so diligently,through all my other buainesa,that 
by memorandum on my copy I began it Nov.lO,l739,and finished 
it Jan.l0,1740. 11 
Pamela was published anonymously with a prefac~ by its 
author. In this preface the author shows that hie motive was 
to inculcate morality. Here too was shadowed forth all that 
the novelist was to write. Thus he created the novel in the 
form that we know it to-day,as it represents the real life of 
• 
any period with ita peraons,mannera,apeechea,and surroundi~. 
This novel "dealt entirely with a realistic a~udy of the 
human heart in a frame of contemporary middle-class manners, 
not in any way touched up or 1 heightened,but depending for the 
interest it excited solely on ita appeal to man's interest in 
I 
the mirrored face of man." 
Pamela. is the story of a 1waiting-maid,who through the 
death of her mistress is lefy in the power of an unscrupulous 
master,her former mistress's ison. The story is told by means 
I 
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of letters which pass between Pamela,her parents,and friends. 
Every time her master pays attention to her,she runs for pen 
I 
and paper and immediately dispatches a letter to her parents 
telling them of the incident and her suspicions. Letter 
follows letter in the same apprehensive strain and the reader 
is lured on by the hope that she will soon extricate herself 
from her difficulties. But it takes three volumes to complete 
the story of this waiting-maid who finally is rewarded for 
her virtuous conduct by becoming the wife of her master. 
Pam~la is composed of letters expanded into a novel.The 
author's avowed purpose in writing this story was to point a 
moral,to preach a sermon. The widespread effect of this book 
may be seen in the reports of contemporaries. One Mr.Chetwynd 
went so far as to say that if all other books were to be burnt 
this book,next to the Bible,ought to be preserved. And what a 
strange hovel is this sermon ! 
Eight years later Richardson published Clarissa,the work 
on which his fame as a novelist must rest. This is a tale of 
a higher rank of life than Pamela. This story appealed direct-
ly to the passions as no other had ever done before and 
perhaps since. Musset called Clarissa k premier roman £y 
monde. Hers is the first complete biography of a woman in 
modern fiction. 
In Clarissa the gradual development of the plot,the slow 
accumulation of horrors upon the head of a virtuous victim, I 
show Richardson's power which places him first among novelists l 
- ----
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and the field in which his method is most effective and its 
~ defects least annoying. The interest is centered upon one 
figure. Scott in the Bride £f. Lammermoor produces a similar 
effect,and impresses one with the sense of an unavoidable fate 
for the heroine. Clarissa who dies a ling·ering death before 
our eyes,buys her own coffin beforehand. She lives a regular 
life and has her work planned for every hour of the day. 
Belton requires sixteen pages to die. Never have the pangs of 
death been so realistically described. Lovelace is one of the 
most living of all the pictures in Richardson's gallery. 
Dr.Johnson writes of him in his LifE:) £f. Rowe:- "The character 
of Lothario seems to have been expanded by Richardson into 
that of Lovelace;but he has excelled his original in the moral 
effect of the fiction. Lothario,with gaiety which cannot be 
bated,and bravery which cannot be despised,retains too much 
of the spectator's kindness. It was in the power of Richard-
son alone,4o teach us at once esteem and deteetation;to make 
virtuous resentment overpower all the benevolence which wit 
and elegance and courage,naturally excite;and to lose at last 
the hero in the villain." Richardson draws interesting 
portraits of the gree~y and hypocritical Joseph Leman,the 
plausible Captain Singleton,the skilful Colonel Morden,and the 
witty Miss Howe. 
These characters talk naturally in such language as 
Clarissa uses:- 11 Tost to and fro by the high winds of passion-
ate control(and,as I think,unseasonable severity)! behold the 
6 
desired port,~ sing~e state,into which I would fain steer; 
but am kept off by the foaming billows of a brother's and a 
sister's envy,and by the raging winds of a supposed invaded 
authority;while I see in Lovelace,the rocks on one hand,and 
in Solmes,the sands on the other;and tremble lest I should 
split on the former,or strike upon the latter." 
Five years after the publication of Clarissa.,Sir Charles 
G~ar1dison appeared. It was thought that Richardson \llrhose 
mission was to preach morality,was dissatisfied with having 
originated the villain-hero,Lovelace,and therefore created 
this ~ ideal in contrast to Lovelace. It was quite certain 
that Richardson intended to draw a picture of a perfect man, 
for at first he called the book, TDe ~ ~· In the preface 
the author states that he presents to the public in Sir Charle 
Grandison the example of -a man acting uniformly well tr~ough 
a variety of trying scenes,because all his actions are 
regulated by one steady principle; a man of religion and 
virtue;of liveliness and spirit; accomplished and agreeable; 
happy in himself,and a blessing to others. 
The story of~ ~ha.~le~ Grandison is told in Richardson's 
usual epistolary style,the principal correspondents being 
"young ladies of polite education and lively spirits". Miss 
Harriet Byron,the heroine,is an orphan of independent means. 
She is rescued from a heartless lover by Sir Charles and 
immediately falls hopelessly in love with her rescuer. He has 
entanglements with Clementina Poretta in Italy,but_ after much 
.7 
trouble and correspondence,is ,released by Clementina to Miss 
Byron's great joy. He loses no time in paying his respects to 
Harriet Byron whom he subsequently marries. 
Sir Walter Scott called Slr Charles Grandison,"the fault-
less monster whom the world ne'er saw,"and Mr.Leslie Stephen 
characterized him as "a prig of the first water 
self-conscious to the last degree". While these statements 
are quite true,there is no doubt but that Sir Charles was less 
severely dealt with by the eighteenth century critics because 
he was a new type in literature and they had not a century of 
novel heroes with whom to compare him. 
Richardson had created Lovelace,a villain of the deepest 
dye,and to retrieve himself,he and his friends felt that he 
must give to the world a perfect man. All the modern critics 
wish that Sir Charles Grandison had one redeeming fault,but is 
it not well to hold up to view occasionally an archetype of 
perfection toward which all humanity is progressing? 
There are many interesting characters in Sir Charles 
Grandison,more than in either Pamela or Clarissa - no less 
than fifty including 11 men,women,and Italians",most of which 
have little to do with the plot,being introduced simply to 
show the hero's good qualities. In this story Richardson has 
advanced a stage in the development of novel writing,for the 
I 
suspense to which he subjects 1the reader by introducing a 
I 
rival to Harriet,adds greatly to the interest in the story by 
keeping the reader on the qui ' ~ive as to the actual outcome 
• 
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of the story. 
Perfect adjustment between thought and language,symmetry 
between the clauses of the sentence,the paragraphs of a 
chapter,the parts of a book;the avoidance of repetition,or 
repetition relieved by a bit of satire or pathoa,the require-
ment of having effects gradual,and interest kept,the plot 
following from one situation to another,were unknown to 
Richardson. He worked the novel up gradually from the 
conception of a collection of letters; his method,therefore, 
came to him spontaneously. Often,his diction is heavy and 
embarasses. Being a born letter writer,his innate love of 
detail made his writings prolix,but at the same time made 
them realistic,and their realism is their saving grace. He 
always subordinated his sense of feeling to his greater sense 
of duty. Since he was writing with a strong moral purpose,the 
form qf his writings caused him very little conce~n. So his 
works should be read as a series of letters which move one to 
a greater or less degree,and not as a novel,as we know it, 
to-day,with its skilfully arranged plot and cleverly prepared 
catastrophe. He lingered over his descriptions,and sometimes 
required many pages to describe a tea drinking scene,and 
these scenes occurred often. If he had art it was nature's 
own. Then too,in the epistolary method there were great 
I 
defects,its prolixity and the need of putting . much into 
letters which did not naturally belong there,and the 
~ 
necessity of writing oftener than was usual. 
9 
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When Richardson looked upon the spectacle of life,he was 
I 
filled with deep emotion. The gift of observation and ability 
to express what he observed,gave him the power to depict 
bourgeois life with splendid coloring,vivacity,and accuracy. 
It was in minute and careful jstudy of the workings of the 
human heart and especially of woman's heart,that Richardson 
I 
has surpassed all writers. Sir Walter Scott says in his study 
I 
of Richardson,"It will be to ,his immortal praise,that he was, 
I 
! 
perhaps the first author in this line of composition,who in 
I fictitious narrative,threw aside the trappings of romance, 
I 
with all its extravagance,and appealed to the awakened 
I 
passions of the human heart." Richardson always remained a 
cautioua,deep,and minute examiner of the "metaphysics of the 
heart". The greatest critic ~f the eighteenth century said 
I 
I 
I that there was more knowledge of the human heart in one letter 
of Richardson's than in all 1£e ~one~~ 
Richardson's fulnesa of details has the advantage of 
giving careful pictures;then !too,the trivial and uninteresting 
circumstances and close truth to nature give an air of 
reality. There are mosaics of delicate impressions,not one of 
which taken alone,would be worth repeating,but which 
j . 
accumulated,produce the effelt of life. His view was to 
represent society in its infinite complexity; he wanted to 
show the whole reality,for hl wrote not to divert but to 
instruct. Everything was deslribed,nothing was omitted. His 
I 
extraordinary subtlety of analysis shows his accurate 
I 
10 
knowledge of humanity and "If realism is the art of giving 
I 
the impression of life, Richardson is the greatest of realist~ 
The author of Pamela, Clarissa, and Sir Charles Grandison, 1 
excelled in the delineation of one particular type only,that 
of middle-class society,the people of a common herd, whose 
natures were made up of two or three elementary feelings, and 
whose moral life derived a unity from .the clear and easily 
discernible aim it had set before it. His characters had a 
life as regular as though it had been spent in a business 
office. 
Samuel Richardson never sacrificed truth to brilliancy of 
effect. Without wit, he possessed liveliness and gaiety to 
to color his scenes. The deaths of Belton and Sinclair are 
dreadful scenes of horror, such as may never again be 
equalled. He has .been considered the greatest of all writers 
in point of pathos, for he developed force in the power of 
pathos to move the reader. Then one of his greatest merits 
became the mastery of pathos. He went so far as at times to 
show you the "fissures of the soul". 
Nothing is more rare than to find a great novelist who can 
satisractorily describe the opposite sex. The reminine note 
in Richardson's character which was kept in tune by the 
e· constant companionship of women, gave him that delicate 
perception, that sensibility to emotion, and that interest in 
small details which a successful novelist required. This 
sympathy with women gave remarkable power to his works, and 
- --- --~--~- -- --- - ----- -·--
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his greatest triumph was in describing woman. 
Richardson's influence was not felt so much in England as 
in France or Germany. Brooke's ~ of 9uality and Henry 
Mackenzie's ~ 2£ Feelipg may show some influence derived 
from Richardson, but it is as true, too, that they reveal 
some influence from Rousseau1 Neither of them chose the 
'epistolary style'. Although Miss Burney in Evelina and Miss 
Austen in Sense and Se~aibilitx, chose the 'epistolary style', 
there is little in their works to connect them with Richard-
oon, while Fielding and Smollett exerted their influence in 
England in another direction from Richardson. Therefore it is 
necessary to look outside of England to find any marked 
influence of Richardson upon eighteenth century prose writers. 
In France novels similar to Richardson's had already 
appeared. Marivaux's ~Vie 2£ Marianne was a novel of 
analysis. During his lifetime Richardson's novels were pre-
ferred to the works of Le Sage, Prevost, and Marivaux. Later 
Richardson had for admirers such writers as Chateaubriand, 
George Sand, and Alfred de Musset. In France this admiration 
went so far as to become infatuation. In Germany one of 
Richardson's imitators wrote Das Leben~ Schwedi.sphen 
Graf~n !£ll G., while others took his themes for dramas, and 
I 
one Musaeus parioded him in Grandison ~ Zwe;te. 
Besides his three novels iRichardson completed the Famili~r 
Letters, which had been the occasion of his stumbling upon 1 
this new species of writing. He gave also to the world Aesop's ! 
Fable~ wii:,]]. Refl,ect:i.c:>ns, a single sheet of the Duties of Wiv(3s 
to Husb~nqs, and a Selection ~qf Maxims ~ Moral Sentiments 
extracted from his novels. An article written by Richard-
son, appeared in the ninety-s'eventh number of the Rambler 
accompanied by these words from the editor's pen:- "The 
reader is indebted for this day's entertainment to an author 
. from whom the age has received greater favors, who has 
enlarged the knowledge of human nature, and taught the passion 
to move at the command of Viijtue." These works contained in 
seventeen volumes represent Richardson's output in his twenty 
. I . 
years of literary life~ He lfved - as few authors are 
privileged to do - to sound the depths and shal~ows of literar 
fame in his own lifetime. It has been said that he was vain 
of his literary productions, 1and that he was ever talking 
about himself and them. Whether this be true or not we cannot 
say at this distant day; but there is no doubt but that he 
liked women's companionship and that they always formed his 
admiring audience when he chose to read to them from his 
literary works. Sir Walter Scott wrote of Richardson:- " If 
we look yet closer into Richardson's private life (and who 
loves not to know the slightest particulars concerning a man 
censure that ·we almost think lwe are 
of one of the amiable characters he 
works." I 
I Richardson did not long survive 
I 
I 
I 
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i 
has drawn in his own 
the time allotted by the 
psalmist to man on this terrestrial plane, but passed to a 
higher life on July 4,1761, at Parson's Green. In accordance 
I 
with his wish, hie mortal remains were laid beside those of 
his first wife in St. Bride's, Fleet Street. 
13 
Part Tl'fO. 
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Inf~uence of Samuel Richardson upon Eighteenth Century 
French Writers. 
l 
I 
"Humanity is delivering an interminable discourse, and 
every distinguished man is one of the ideas it expresses ..... . 
When,therefore,a historian studies a man, he is studying 
humanity; but in order to go 'back to the origins of humanity -
he must,of necessity,study the ethnological group to which 
the man belongs. For each nation,in its turn, utters a portion l 
'* of the interminable discourse- delivered by humanity." The 
'discourse' of each nation is ended in a few centuriea, but 
the 'discourse' of humanity is never ending. Greece and Rome, 
( Egypt, Chaldea, Phoenicia, and other eastern nations ), com-
pleted their 1diacourse' a long time ago, and we are,therefore 
I 
I 
able to judge the value of their contribution to humanity;but I 
England and France have not yet had their say,so one is unable 
to give final judgment of their help to humanity in its 
evolution. Yet to form an accurate estimate of the French and 
English genius, one must study genius in relation to its race 
as well as to humanity as a whole. The reason why France and 
England became interested in each other, and why England 
should be the first country to exercise an influence on 
France in the eighteenth century is plain to him who reads. 
I 
One would ask,"Why should not these conditions have been just 
as they were?" We should ans~er, "There was no possibility 
I 
of their being otherwise." It has been written;-"The cosmo-
] 
politan spirit was born, during the eighteenth century, of 
~Cosmopolitanism in Literaturl by Leslie Stephen. 
14 
I 
the fruitful union between t~e English genius and that of 
say 
I . 
Jean-Jacques l'tousseau," but after investigation one would 
that the 'cosmopolitan spirit' was abroad long before Samuel 
Richardson and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and it was inevitable 
I 
I 
that England and France should come into closer intealectual 
contact. 
A careful observer of the world11 s progress knows that 
certain changes affect all civilized countries at the same 
time. ~~enever an invention is made in one country, it is 
true that men in other countries are on the eve of the same 
I 
discovery. What the law is which seems to control men and 
their destinies alike, no one has definitely stated, but that 
it exists no one can deny. So in the first half of the 
eighteenth century movements of like character were arising 
in all civilized nations at the same time which were to bring 
the nations into closer touch and harmony in the eighteenth 
century. Causes existing in former centuries had their effects 
in that century. In the leading countries of Europe, social, 
political, and philosophical changes were taking place, and 
I 
whatever was common to all hUmanity was bound to be the 
common bond between these nations. 
Causes that were wide an~ far-reaching - many of which 
cannot be exactly accounted for at the present time - brought 
I . 
about an exchange of thought! between the leading Teutonic 
I 
and Romance nations. Through] stress of circumstances, first 
I 
in war and afterwards through treaties, the French and 
I 
II 
I 
I 
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English colonists were brought into close contact in America, 
and that caused, no doubt, a ~mutual interest in each other. 
Both had migrated from their respective countries because of 
religious and political oppression. Their meeting in a foreign 
- I land was sufficient to kindle in each the desire to know 
something of the other. This spirit of inquiry was carried 
to the mother countries and there bore fruit. Then came other 
causes thick and fast to bring about the union of their genius 
England had long had an interest in France and its literature. 
Englishman had travelled on tAe continent and learnt a great 
deal from their French brothers. Their literature had been 
popular in England, long before the French had turned their 
eyes towards the North for help and inspiration. The chefs-
d'oeuvre of France had served for models to English writers 
before the French condescended to read an English publication. 
When at last France caught a glimpse of English genius and 
wished to know more of it, the way was made easy for them to 
be inspired by those who had already looked on them with 
friendly eye. 
As early as 1665 the Journal des savants declared that 
"fair philosophy was more flourishing there (in England)than 
anywhere in the world." And Chapelain wrote in his Lettres:-
11['hey (English) are learned, I inquirin$ and open-minded, and 
you need scarcely expect anything of them but what is good." 
La Fontaine praised them still more highly when he wrote:-
11The English are deep thinke~s;in this respect their intellec 
'I 
I 
i 
I. 
r corresponds with their temperament; given to examine every 
subject thoroughly and skilful in experiment,they extend the 
empire of science in every direction." 
I 
I 
•' 
I 
I 
I 
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The revocation of the Edict of Nantes sent three hundred 
thousand Calvinists into England which had just put a 
Calvinistic king on its throne. The work of these refugees 
in exile proved a fruitful source of intellectual power to 
France and to England. Madame de S~vign~ wrote in a letter:-
"Nothing could be finer;no king ever did,or ever will do any-
thing so memorable, as Louis Quatorze did in revoking this 
Edict. Madame de S~vigne wrote better than she knew, for 
probably no king or queen, except perhaps Elizabeth of 
England, ever did more,or ever will do more for literature 
than Louis did when he sent his countrymen into the different 
parts of the earth, to bring about a 'cross-fertilization' of 
genius. It was like spreading the sparks of a mighty confla-
gration over the earth, and these sparks consumed the cold 
classicism of the past and emitted the smoke and heat of the 
modern spirit in literature. 
In France there was a decline of the religious feeling 
• 
which gave rise to the philosophic spirit; in England the 
failure of the Whigs in the management of the Church caused 
a decay of religious sentiment, and a renewal of philosophical 
arid scientific investigation. The refugees who had been 
conversant with Protestant criticism in France carried that 
to England, and from their adopted country sent back to FrancJ 
. I 
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I 
the results of such 
I 
criticis~ there. Thus a constant exchang-
1 
' 
ing of ideas from one side of the channel to the other was 
carried on to the mutual benefit of both. The French had 
become tired of classical art, and were ready to accept some-
1 
thing new. And this novelty came from the North which had J 1 
I 
always been regarded as the land of barbarians and of forests. 
The newnesa,the freshness,an~ perhaps the crudeness of 
I 
i English genius charmed the F~ench intellect. 
The decay of the political spirit in France and England 
was the source of much similar thought and controversy in bot~ 
countries. When once these nations had discovered that they 
contained beings similar to themselves, who thought,and wrote, I 
and carried on investigations along the same lines, what is 
more natural than that they should borrow and lend their 
intellectual possessions? And that they did this, there is 
sufficient evidence in the literature of the eighteenth 
century. The intellectual intercourse between the nations 
increased year after year and drew them closer together toward 
the nineteenth century. 
During the eighteenth century the French admired and 
ridiculed the English in turn. For instance they greatly 
admired the English during the American Revolution; but 
i 
ridiculed them in the Port Mal10n affair. In 1756, the Petit 
I 
ca t6chisme poli tig_ue des Anglais, par deiiJ.andes 21. par re"ponse_! ~ 
! 
contained these questions in~errogating an Englishman, and 
i his replies. "How do define f he science of government? - It 
I 
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is the practical knowledge of everything that is unjust and 
dishonest. - What is 'natural right'? - It is an ancient code 
of law implanted in the human heart, which we have just 
amended in accordance with patterns only to be found in 
Barbary.- ....... What is a treaty?- The thing for which we 
care less than anything else in the world. - What are bound-
aries? - We have not the slightest desire to know. - What are 
friends'? -What we shall .never possess." 
The Seven Years' War was a turning point in the history 
of the world. England arose from this war, mistress of North 
America, and future mistress of India. The power and genius 
of Englishmen was henceforth to be felt in every quarter of 
the civilized world. Great commercial interests had arisen 
for England which carried Englishmen and English products, 
i . 
whether material or intellectual, to different countries. Thus 
English influence became still stronger upon French literature / 
I in science, philosophy, drama, and fiction. And the French 
mind was destined to reach out for one hundred and fifty yearE I 
towards the literature of the North. I 
The propaganda begun by the refugees and continued by ! 
Muralt, Pr~vost and Voltaire, and most of' a.ll by Rousseau, 
has revolutionized European literary history. Thus the decree 
4lt that made four hundred thousand Frenchmen,'men without a 
country', though seemingly evil, was attended with good 
results in the rejuvenation of French literature. I 
More's Utopia, Bacon's Essays translated into French by l 
I 19 
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Di~covery £! a New World by John Wilkins, one translated by 
Jean Baudouin in 1648, and the other by .sieur de la Montagne 
in 1655, and Sidney's Arcadia, were the principal English 
works known to the French through the medium of translation 
I 
before the eighteenth century. Of these the Arcadia was the 
most popular. 
Louis Quatorze wrote to his envoy at Charles Second's 
court, for information concerning the great men of England. 
The Count of Cominges, who did not know the language of the 
islands, ·but who could instruct his sovereign from hearsay 
replied:-"The 
I 
order which I receive from Your Majesty to 
inform myself I carefully concyrning the most illustrious men 
of the three kingdoms which ?ompose that of Great Britain as 
much in arts as in the sciences, is a mark of the greatness 
and glory of his I soul •.•••••• It seems to me that the arts 
and the sciences sometimes abandon one country in order to 
honor another in its turn. Now they have passed to France and 
I 
if any vestiges of them remain here, they are only in the 
works of Bacon, More, and Buchanan, and in a later period in 
one named Milton, who has made himself more infamous by his 
I dangerous writings than the executioners and assassins of 
their king." 
France had enjoyed M.Cominges' opinion of English 
literature and English peop+ till the Protestant refugees 
spread the science, philosophy, and literature of their 
I 
I 
fO 
I 
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adopted country. From 1688 to 1730 the work of these middle-
41t class exiles won for themselJes an important place in the 
history of literary cosmopolitanism. It was in their meetings 
at the Rainbow Coffee-House that the seed of the tree of 
knowledge germinated that was to bear such excellent fruit 
in the latter half of the eighteenth century. All these men 
were indefatigable workers at translation, and Desmaizeaux, 
I 
I 
their leader, wrote biographies of prominent English and 
French men, and translated unpublished works of some of the 
English scientists. The followers of Bacon and Locke tried 
first of all to popularize English philosophy on foreign soil. 
Their translations of Locke met with greatest success in 
I 
Holland. They took up in politics the side of Liberalism, 
for they were interested in every scheme of reform. The first 
philosophical treatise on English institutions was written by 
one of their number, Rapin de Thoyras, by name. Along with 
the propagation of philosophy, science, literature, the 
I 
! 
manners and customs of the English people were also 
propagated. The gazettes and newspapers of the refugees con-
tain the sources of information concerning England in the 
first half of the eighteenth century. These numerous volume2 
I 
• I 
were published in London, at ,the Hague, and in Amsterdam. 
I 
I Le Clerc, La Chapelle, and Maty, wrote in French the first 
I 
reviews of the English and Gj rmans. Bayle, Le Clerc and 
Basnage de Beauval, were the founders of international 
I / journalism. In the pages of the Nouvelles de la Republigue 
____ _J 
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des Lettres even Milton and his poems were reviewed. In 
I 
metaphysics, the writers were followers of Locke, in science 
I 
4lt of Bacon and Newton, in politics of the Parliament. The 
JournE).l Litt~raire at the Hague gave representation to the 
works of these writers and to the journalists' reviews of the 
day, who fostered the modern lspirit of literature instead of 
the classical. 
A complete change was felt in France in 17:33; interest in 
English literature had gained great headway. The progress and 
digressions of English thought were followed and commented 
upon, day by day in Paris; eyes were no longer looking toward 
the South but in preference toward the North. A journal was 
founded and published in Paris with great success for seven 
years;it was filled almost eritirely with English stories, 
I 
extracts, poems, and novels; ;it was the Pour £i Contre of 
I Abb~ Prevost which appeared from 1733 to 1740. "What will be 
wholly novel in this sheet, I promise to insert in it each 
I 
time some interesting particularity concerning the genius of 
the English", wrote the author of Manon Lescaut. 
In the second half of the century, it was no longer only 
the literature, the philosophy, and the morality of the 
English which were copied in !France, but their habits, their 
games, their equipages, their jockies, and all their 
peculiarities; a new passion! a!Jtllomania which even Waterloo I 
was unable to dissipate, co~enced to show itself among the I 
French. Great headwa;' had b+ _ma.de si:ce th_e__time of th:~o_oj 
I 
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Co~inges but it was not necessary to write to the ambassador 
from France to know if there were any literary men in England. J 
There were some; they were worth the trouble of knowing and 
they were known. 
The great service which the refugees had performed for 
the cosmopolitan world was the preparation of the field for 
the more eminent men who were to follow them. This work had 
to be done and there can be no doubt but that they did it 
well. A nucleus of people always has to prepare the way for 
the great genius and thi~ was their work which they accomplish 
ed by persevering labor. They were the predecessors of Muralt, 
Pr~vost, and Voltaire and even of Rousseau. 
Muralt, being a Protestant and born in Switzerland betwee 
the Teutonic and Latin civilizations, was especially qualified 
to carry on the work of the refugees. He visited England and 
his reputation rests upon hi~ Lettres ~ ~ Anglais et les 
Frangais ~ ~ ~ voyages, printed in the eighteenth cen-
tury and even reprinted during the Revolution. Because he was 
not wholly French he was able to form a better estimate of 
English genius than had ever been done before in the French 
language. He wrote truly of the English in such a statement 
as:- "The genius of the nation i~ for the serious; its 
language is powerful and conyise." Muralt was the first one 
I 
to suggest to the French public as a whole the intellectual 
supremacy of England. He was the first real cosmopolitan of 
the century, the precursor of the "big fellows" to follow. 
I 
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I . 
Be'at de Muralt would deserve to be better known than he is 
I 
I. 
He gave expression to many thoughts one might give expression 
to, to-day. Fashions change, as well ·as the appearance of a 
city, but the fundamental character o~ a .nation is altered 
slowly; and if the remarks of Muralt about the English are so 
true still after two hundred years, it must be because he 
touched the very foundation of English character, when he 
noted what was truly characteristic of the race. He travelled 
as a philosophic observer; he had very little imagination but 
g ood judgment; he saw clearly and he reasoned correctly. He 
tried to be impartial; and i b general, he suc ceeded. There 
can be no doubt that he was the literary ancestor of Jean-
Jacques Rousseau. Desfontaines gave the best estimate of 
Muralt when he wrote:-" As a ~wis s he has both good sense and 
simplicity; as an Englishman , plenty of depth and pene tration ; 
I 
I 
as a Frenchman anima tion and ' a certain amount of subtlety." 
\ 
I Muralt prepared the way for one who was to add fresh 
stimulus to the 'cosmopolitan spirit' and who was to occupy 
I 
1 an important position in the spread of cosmopoli taniam, Abbe' 
I Pr~vost. Prevost spent some time in England and became more 
:I ~~ ::::~u;~l:ea:::::~:::dt:::oat:e:::e:a::e:;ht::i:::to:~::sh 
compositions,in philosophy, history, drama, and fiction. His 
most signal service to the d~velopment of French literature 
I 
II was his translation of Samue l Richardson's novels. Prevost 
11 was the keystone that held together the structure o~ English 
--- __ j ---------- . ~-------------· ·------ --------- ---------1 - - - -
and French genius. Without him that "fruitful union of the 
English genius with Jean-Ja.cctues Rousseau" would probably 
e never have taken place. In his Me'moireE;J d~un homme de g,ualit$' 
he gave a true picture of the England of his day with its 
balls, love adventures, and lively shop girls. He quoted 
Milton, Spenser, Addison, and Thomson, besides mentioning 
Hamlet, Don Sebastian, and Venice Preserved. 
Pr6vost was the first French vfri ter who became thoroughly 
imbued with the English spirit, and enjoyed enerything con-
nected with England. He made such trite remarks about the 
English as:-"The coffee-houses are,as it were, the seat of 
English liberty";"there is no comLtry where one finds such 
integrity, such hurnanity,and such sound notions of honor, 
prudence and happiness as amop.g the Englisl111 ; "love of the 
public weal, a taste for practical science, and a horror of 
dependence and of flattery, ~re virtues which are almost innat 
in these fortunate people; they descend from father to son 
like an inheritance." He exalts the British virtue in a novel, 
th·e . Philosonhe a:g.glais, pu Histoire ~ Monsi~~ Cleve_+_anq, fils 
nat~el ~ Oro~~e~l, which was published in 1739. Once more 
he gave expression to his fondness for the English when he 
founded Le pour ~ Contre, a journal whose aim vras the 
diffusion of English thought , in France. Pr6vost formed the 
1 
connection betvreen Paris and iLondon. While succeeding Muralt 
I 
and anticipating Voltaire,by l his novels,magazines and especial 
I ly by his translations of Richardson he naturalized English 
- ----- ------ ______ _[________ -- --------- ·--
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thought in France. 
In the same year that 1£ ~ et _Contre appea red, the 
Lettres Ehilo~qp4iq~es or an3l~ises were published in London. 
From this publication dates that harsh Protestant criticisrn 
which took such a strong hold on the minds of the eighteenth 
century. This work gave new impetus to the philosophical and 
scientific spirit that was rampant at the time. It strength-
ened the anglomania of the epoch. Condorcet said:- "This \'fork 
was,with us,the starting point of a revolution; it began to 
call into existence the taste for English philosophy and 
literature, to give us an interest in the malLners,the politics 
and the commercial lcnowledge of the English people, and to 
spread their language among us." Voltaire was the first one 
to render English philosophy generally popular in France. 
Mr.Morley in writing of M.Voltaire's stay in England,said;-
"Voltaire left France a poet,he returned to it a sage." 
Voltaire studied carefully Newtonianism and published the 
Elements de la Qhilosophie ~ Newton. He was elected a 
member of the Royal Society, and obtained information of all 
tl1e great religions and philosophical movements. He visited 
Pope and he knew Swi~t. In truth,he met almost all the noted 
vrri ters of England, and made himself familiar with ita 
language,so that in it he wrote letters to his friends and 
composed verses. The English version of Lettrea Anglaises 
were first . published in London in 1733 and a year later the 
"' French edition appeared in France. Prevost said "that they met 
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with immediate success. They contain two parts: a philosoph-
ical, political and religious pamphlet, and a study of 
England. These Lettres did not give an accurate account of 
England,but they created a desire in the French people to 
know more of Shakespeare's country. The favorable opinion of 
England started by the refugees,strengthened somewhat by 
/ Muralt and Prevoat,was definitely formed by Voltaire. 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
It being possible to bring men of different races together I 
on s.cientific ground; it. was natural that the French and 
English should meet on this ground in as much as they were 
both carrying on experiments of lilce nature. The scientific I 
spirit of the eighteenth century was to investigate everythin .. I 
which would make life happier and men more useful to them~ I 
selves. These scientists had no patience with what they called j 
'idle speculation'. This tendency produced in the French a 
· desire to be more practical in their investigations and 
l iterary productions; to ·contribute to the 'literature of 
knowledge' rather than to 'the literature of power'. As the 
French and English by various means had become thoroughly 
interested in each other, it became an easy task for a man of 
genius to amalgamate the minds of the two nations. This man 
appeared at the right time, and the vehicle for his expressio 1 
I 
was waiting for him. Jean-Jacques Rousseau had only to step 
in and take his rightful inheritance from the refugees, Muralt, 
I' Prevost,and Voltaire. 
I 
Rousseau was born in 1712,in 
. I 
Geneva,~~ city which was tbe ~ -~ ~ 
center of the cosmopolitan tendencies of Europe. vn1en only 
seven years old he rea d with his father,Fontenelle's 
Dialogues _of _:the !Jead, Ovid's Metamorphoses, and Plutarch's 
Lives, which,doubtless, influenced later in his literary 
career . In 1722, the elder Rousseau assaulted an officer and 
t1vo days later fled from Geneva to Nyon where he established 
himself for the rest of his life. Jean-Jacques from this time 
(his mother having died at his birth) was left to shift for 
himself. After varied experiences he was taken into the 
Catholic Church. Then he led an eventful life as lackey,foot-
man,traveller,secretary,clerk,tutor,and teacher of music. The 
I_······ 
first thing to open his mind to literary interests was the 
reading of Voltaire's Lettres PhiloSO£hi~ues, which he perused l 
at Chambery. I 
Vfuen he was twenty-nine years old Jean-Jacques started for 1 
Paris and arrived there in l74l,as Voltaire was at the height l 
of his fame. Diderot vras living in poverty and was often 
Rousseau's companion. When Diderot was in prison at Vincennes, 
Jean-Jacques went to see him and on the way read the Mercure 
de France which had the announcement that the Academy of Dijan 
-- . - j 
proposed the subjeot,-"Has tne Progress of' the Arts and SoieD).
1 
s 
Helped to Corrupt or to Purify Morals?" for a prize . essay. 
1
· 
I 
"All at once,"wrote Rousseau,"I saw another world and became 
another man." Full of agitation he went to Diderot and told 
him that he. vras going to write an article proving that the 
progress of art and science did corrupt morals. This article 
28 
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published in 1750,which gained for him a place in the world 
of letters,is of great interest for in it is contained the 
germ of all his future teachings and refutations. Twenty-six 
years later Jean-Jacques Rousseau was changed from a 
vagabond apprentice to a world-famed writer. 
The first years of his sojourn in Paris had been passed 
in the company of Diderot,a man who admired foreign genius. 
Then Rousseau must have become familiar with the foreign 
books which were popular. Thus he was made to feel the same 
admiration for English genius as his coevals did,and if he 
were influenced by English thought he went a step higher than 
any other,for his genius was so much greater than theirs. 
The one who was,perhaps,the best fitted to translate 
English into French,Abb~ Pr~voat,had translated Richardson's 
Pamela in 1741 and 2,Clarissa in 175l,and Sir Charles Grand-
ison in 1754. Pr6vost used his own judgment in translation, 
by abridging,paraphrasing,and omitting whatever he chose. He 
left out much of the moralizing and trivial detail,but this 
did not impair the pathos of the works nor the distinctness 
of the characters. Possibly it was due to Prevost's pruning 
and to the touch given by his own genius that Richardson's 
works became so popular in France. It was in these translatio r r 
e that Rousseau became acquain(ecl with Richardson's genius. 
Jean-Jacques' friend,Diderot,wrote the greatest eulogy ever 
written of Richardson in these vTords :- "O Richardson, 
Richardson,you have no rival in my eyea,you shall be my 
29 
reading henceforth ! If distressing circumstances should 
force me,if my friend should fall into poverty,or if my 
slender means do not allow me to give my children an education! 
I will sell my books;but I shall keep you upon the same shelf 
with Mosea,Homer,Euripides,and Sophocles,and I shall read you 
in turn !" Probably Jean-Jacques shared some of his friend's 
enthusiasm for the Father of the Modern Novel, and was inspire d 
if not influenced by him. 
When Rousseau was established at l' Hermitage in 1756 with 
Th~rese and her mother,anglomania reigned throughout France. 
First,in tracing siniliarities between J ean-Jacques1 
production,La Nouvelle Helolse,and Richardson's Clarissa,it 
must be remembered that their authors were sons of nations 
having similar characteristics. Jean-Jacques Rousseau was 
wholly Genevese,just as Samuel Richardson was wholly English. 
And the Genevans have as strong a personality as the English. 
Richardson took none of his ideas from another nation,but 
I 
Rousseau assimilated somethirtg from the English and particu-
I 
l a rly from Richardson. I 
The epistolary form in literature had been used long befor 
I 
Richardson and Rousseau,yet Rousseau may have taken the hint I 
from Richardson in this matt j r. The plan of ~ Nouvelle I 
H~lolse is similar to that of Clarissa,with the exception I 
t l>at the former has fewer chf ractere. Julie reminds one of I 
Clarissa,and Claire of Miss Howe,but St.Preux bea rs no 
I . 
re~em~=-~~~-e to_~~::~lace, but M. Wolmar_ ~ese_~ble s s~-=:_ 9!::-arl~_s __ __ J ·-
! 
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Grandison. If Jean-Jacques did borrow from Richardson,what 
was truly important in his work was his own. He took some 
colors from Richardson,but his own masterly hand traced the 
picture. No book could ba more characteristic of its author 
than the Nouvelle He'loise. No other of his works encloses 
a larger number of his favorite ideas upon any subject. He 
condemned every social vice,infidelity : in falth,and affecta-
tion;he exerted love of country,frugality of living and social : 
I 
equality. What Jean-Jacques especially learned from Richardson 
was encouragement to express more distinctly and more directly ! 
sentiments which he had learnt from nobody outside himself. 
He assimilated from Richardson what was cosmopolitan and 
rejected what was national. He imitated Richardson because 
he had already made a step in the same direction that Rousseau 
wanted to go. "Rousseau shows how one nation may take a hint 
from another; how the different national characteristics act 
as a non-conducting medium. They allow the congenial element 
to pass freely as a rays through a body but to the really 
national element they are ' bbstinately non-transparent. He 
shows not so much the blending of two types as the persistence 
of each,even when brought into close external contact." 
I -- ---- --- -- _--::c=--=-=---=-~-==--
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A small landscape furnished him with numerous pictures. There 
I 
was nothing in Richardson's ~ork as idyllic as the scene 
where Saint-Preux finds Julie tasting cream and cakes with 
her children; nothing in Richardson's works '~Jrhich resembles 
I 
Julie's Elysium,which wa s painted with so much variety and 
truth. Rousseau made people see not only the corruption of 
civilization but also made them like nature and simplicity. 
Richardson paid almost no attention to nature,for he gave no 
i I 
setting to his stories; he w;s concerned entirely with show- I 
ing the workings of the huma~ heart under different conditiona l 
This love of nature could not have been inspired, therefore, I! 
in Rousseau by Richardson; nor did Rousseau care to analyze 
the human heart as Richardson had done. The Englishman's 
purpose was not as broad in its scope as the Swiss's; for one 
had aimed at reforming an individual,the other at a complete 
reformation of society. The difference between their books is 
in proportion to the difference between the men themselves, 
I 
Rousseau vras head and shoulders above his predecessor in the 
greatness of his genius. 
Saint-Preux and Lovelace could not be compared,for they 
I 
are absolutely dirrerent. In 1Lovelace Richardson pictured 
I 
vice,and in Saint-Preux Rousseau portrayed love. On the 
exterior these two bear no r l semblance. Rou::::u's motive in 
writing as he did of St.Preuk was higher that Richardson's 
had been in describing Lovell ce. 11 See with a less predjudiced 
eye the sacred bonds which ybur heart has formed: have you 
I 
I 
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not followed the pure laws of nature? have you not willingly 
e- contracted the most sacred of unions?" Such expressions as 
these are,indeed,from a mind of greater depth and feeling than 
Richardson's. Richardson believed that one must necessarily 
reap what one sowed,while Rousseau thought repentance and 
pardon better than continual suffering for misdeeds. 
Richardson loved the world,he looked outside of himself 
for his inspiration in the study of his friends,he was a 
realist; Rousseau,on the other hand,loved solitude,and loved 
to meditate; he was an idealist. "If you were to read Richard-
son for the story,your patience would be so much fretted that 
you would hang yourself. But you must read him for the 
sentiment and consider the story as giving occasion to the 
sentiment." Richardson pictured life as it was; the Harlovres 
were real living beings. "These people are what you see every 
day. They pass every day before our eyes and we never see 
them." Richardson saw them more clearly as he lacked 
imagination; and he painted characters of nature. Vfhen he 
wished to give an example to young serving-girls he did not 
make Pamela an ideal creature,but a young girl who had faults 
like other girls. He never tried to invent characters,he 
portrayed those whom he saw. 
I 
Jean-Jacques,on the contrary,in his solitude,plunged into 
an ideal world,,,hich his imakination peopled with beings after 
I 
his own hea rt. He wrote:-"I aaw everywhere only the two 
charming girls,their friend,their relations,the country which ~ 
------ ----- ----- - -·--
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they inhabit,the objects cre~ted or beautified for them in 
my imagination. No longer,was I myself for a moment,the 
I 
I deliri;um never left me. After many useless efforts to rid 
myself of these fictions,I was finally bewitched by them,and 
occupied myself only with putting them into order to make a 
I 
kind of novel." So Jean-Jacques did not try to paint the · 
world as it existed. His novel is an idyll· And he puts fewer 
characters into it than Richardson put into any of his. 
If it be true that Richardson is less read to-dny than 
Rousseau,it is because Rousseau gave expression to theories 
which are of eternal interest to man,while Richardson's 
sermonizing novels were of interest only his own generation. 
Evidently Rousseau had the qualities of mind which Richardson 
lacked to make his novels classics. Rousseau with his vivid 
imagination could not paint the world as he saw it,but as he 
wished to see it; Richardson Jfollowed only the development of 
I 
his characters,while Rousseau hit upon the vast project of 
reforming society. Richardson was not as serious in his work 
as Jean-Jacques,for his observation of the evil state of 
society vras in, had not been so extended. Richardson's avowed 
II I 
purpose was to turn young people into a course of reading 
I 
. I different from the pomp and parade of romance writing,and, 
I 
dismissing the improbable and marvelous with whiuh novels 
I 
generally abound,might tend o promote the cause of religion 
and virtue." 
34 
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Apart from the moral lessons which are found in the whole 
story,Richardson did not attempt to change the social 
I 
condition. Rousseau wished to restore family life to its 
rightful place,to have the marriage tie held sacred; to teach 
fa there and mothers their duti.es towards their children; to 
inculcate a love for country life; to make work .an ennobling 
occupation; and to poetise the household tasks. His reforms 
are still interesting social .reformers; 
What Jean-Jacques Rousseau owed to Richardson no one can 
accurately estimate,anymore than one can tell what faculties 
of an Englishman are Teutonic and what Celtic. But that he 
owes something to Richardson and to the English genius,there 
can be no doubt. Neverthelesa,Richardson ought to be 
reverenced the more for the inspiration he gave to one to 
become greater and to do more than he himself had done. 
Before writing ~Nouvelle H6lo"ise, Jean-Jacques declared 
war on inequality in his Discours sur l'in6galite ; later he 
/ 
wrote Emile,a treatise on education,and the Contrat Social. 
In la i~ouvelle H~lq'ise he· tried to correct the vices of 
society by uniting the philosophical Wolmar with the lovable 
Julie,a person who loved nature and felt the need of a sincere 
and personal religion,and by making philosophical Wolmar see 
~ by Julie's example the necessity of a personal religion for 
himself; thus Rousseau tried[ to give the world the picture of 
I the ideal ill1ion of man and woman. 
I 
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The modern novel~,the descendants of Claris~a,are as 
countless as the sands on the shores that limit the different 
nations whose men of genius have been influenced by Clarissa's 
creator. French literature felt the strongest influence throur: , ~ , 
J 
la Nouvelle H6lo~:lse and the German through Werther; thus this 1 
influence has been passed down and will probably continue to 
be through the ages to come. No one can say where 'cosmopoli-
tanism' in literature may end. It has had a tremendous 
influence upon men of all countries. 
After Rousseau Madame de Staal and Chateaubriand were, 
perhaps,the French writers who were the grea test admirers of 
Samuel Richardson. 
Mme-de Stael was familiar with England from her earliest 
years. In 1793,she spent several months there and became 
acquainted with Miss Burney. Her mother had had her learn 
Engliah,and she read Milton,Thomaon,Ossian,Young,and Richard-
son. Her reading of the latter evidently marked an epoch in 
her literary career,for she imitated him in a novel called 
II PaUlin~. Her book entitled De 1!:. Litt8'rature consideree dans 
ses rap£orts avec lea institutions sociales closed the period 
of the eighteenth century . criticism and opened that of the 
nineteenth century,and it showed marked influence from the 
~ Northern literature. She was Rousseau's most faithful pupil 
and formed an illustrious successor through him to 
Richardson. 
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. Ohateaubriand, Mme.de Stael's companion in criticism, 
became very familiar with English thought and customs duri1~ 
his exile in England and America and produced French master-
pieces in fiction and criticism which plainly showed the 
influence of the Northern literature. Among others who showed 
the influence of the Northern literature and especially of 
Richardson in their works,might be mentioned Bernadin de Saint 
Pierre,Saint Beuve,Lamartine,Michelet,George Sand,and ·Alfred 
de Vlusset. 
Thus the influence of English thought on the French mind 
and Richardson's particular share in its propagation,could be 
traced on through the nineteenth century to the present hour, 
for like the pebble that thrown into the lake changes the 
equilibrium of the universe,it changed the whole current of 
modern thought. 
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